30 Years of IBM i Software Development
Helping You Protect Your Future

Real Vision Software makes documents easy to capture, find, share, protect and manage. Just ask our 1,000s of customers.

For the past 30 years, Real Vision Software (RVI) has developed and supported the RVI product. Our initial version was specific to the AS/400 platform and marketed as an IBM logo software product for ten consecutive years. Although this midrange platform has changed names over the last 30 years, it continues to be the most scalable and reliable platform available.

“Real Vision Software is proud to call the IBM i platform our server of choice”.

Over 1,000 organizations depend on RVI every day to operate their business efficiently. Government agencies, medical providers, transportation firms, manufacturers, distributors and finance/insurance institutions are just some of the many industries using RVI to battle their paperwork challenges.

RVI was designed to easily integrate with existing software applications. The RVI product includes powerful features to accommodate various needs throughout the organization. And the simple price structure of RVI allows for cost-effective growth. Perhaps this explains why our very first customer continues to use RVI today.

RVI will help users find information faster, manage it better and offers a secure alternative to physically storing digital records. Going paperless isn’t complicated, but it does provide an opportunity to significantly rethink your business processes. RVI provides the expertise to help define your project requirements, implement your system and train your users. And once your paperless office is up and running, your technical support comes from the very same people who wrote the RVI code.

RVI Complete is a feature-rich image enabling software solution equipped with everything necessary for your paperless office project. You pay one price, you pay one time and you get unlimited users, scanning and workflow.

RVI Express includes all the same capabilities but is restricted to ten concurrent users for smaller scale projects. It can be easily upgraded to RVI Complete by paying just the license differential charge.

And RVI is now available as a cloud solution - what platform does it run on? An IBM i server of course!
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MORE INFO: For every industry and organization size, RVI offers a paperless solution that is right for you.